Geographic and temporal dynamics of a global radiation and diversification in the killer whale
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Abstract

Global climate change during the Late Pleistocene periodically encroached and then released habitat during the glacial cycles, causing range expansions and contractions in some species. These dynamics have played a major role in geographic radiations, diversification and speciation. We investigate these dynamics in the most widely distributed marine mammals, the killer whale (Orcinus orca), using a global data set of over 450 samples. This marine top predator inhabits coastal and pelagic ecosystems ranging from the ice edge to the tropics, often exhibiting ecological, behavioural and morphological variation suggestive of local adaptation accompanied by reproductive isolation. Results suggest a rapid global radiation occurred over the last 350 000 years. Based on habitat models, we estimated there was only a 15% global contraction of core suitable habitat during the last glacial maximum, and the resources appeared to sustain a constant global effective female population size throughout the Late Pleistocene. Reconstruction of the ancestral phylogeography highlighted the high mobility of this species, identifying 22 strongly supported long-range dispersal events including inter-oceanic and interhemispheric movement. Despite this propensity for geographic dispersal, the increased sampling of this study uncovered very few potential examples of ancestral dispersal among ecotypes. Concordance of nuclear and mitochondrial data further confirms genetic cohesiveness, with little or no current gene flow among sympatric ecotypes. Taken as a whole, our data suggest that the glacial cycles influenced
local populations in different ways, with no clear global pattern, but with secondary contact among lineages following long-range dispersal as a potential mechanism driving ecological diversification.
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**Introduction**

The glacial cycles of the quaternary are thought to have had a large effect on ancestral distribution, demography and connectivity and ultimately to have shaped the genetic make-up of extant populations (Hewitt 2000; Blois et al. 2010; Hofreiter & Barnes 2010; Lorenzen et al. 2011). Outcomes of these dynamics can include rapid range shifts, local adaptation and speciation (Hewitt 1996; Lovette 2005; Carstens & Knowles 2007). For example, marine threespine sticklebacks (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*) have colonized freshwater systems throughout the species range; at high latitudes, this occurred following the retreat of the ice sheets after the last glacial maximum (LGM), and in some lakes, a second post-glacial invasion has led to further diversification of limnetic and benthic freshwater forms (McKinnon & Rundle 2002). Similarly, the rich diversity of cichlid species in some of the African great lakes, such as Lake Victoria, have arisen since the great droughts of the Late Pleistocene, ~15 000 years ago in the case of Lake Victoria (Sturmbauer et al. 2001; Wagner et al. 2013). Climate change during the Late Pleistocene is even thought to have played a role in the spread of modern humans out of Africa (Carto et al. 2009; Muller et al. 2011). Less is known about how glacial cycles influenced the historical connectivity and demography of marine mammal populations (O’Corry-Crowe 2008). For some marine mammal species, genetic data suggest demography and connectivity between populations has changed concurrent with the glacial cycles (Pastene et al. 2007; Alter et al. 2012, 2015; Amaral et al. 2012; Foote et al. 2013a). The killer whale (*O. orca*) is a globally distributed species for which the role of climatic change upon demography and connectivity has become highly debated, and is therefore emerging as a potentially useful study organism for reconstructing the ancestral population history to better understand the demographic impacts of the glacial cycles.

Killer whales are found in all oceans of the world, though their densities are typically highest in productive coastal regions and at higher latitudes (Forney & Wade 2006). Although killer whales are still recognized as a single species globally, studies focusing on three geographic regions have demonstrated a range of dietary specializations among groups that is generally associated with morphological, behavioural and ecological differences. Observations of multiple sympatric ecotypes or morphotypes in several regions have generated a significant amount of research on social structure, niche specialization, population structure, and patterns and modes of speciation (e.g. Bigg et al. 1990; Ford et al. 1998, 2000, 2011; Pitman & Enson 2003; Hoelzel et al. 2007; Foote et al. 2009, 2011b, 2013c; Morin et al. 2010; Moura et al. 2014b, 2015). However, there is still much debate regarding the mechanisms and processes driving this evolutionary diversification. These unresolved debates include the mode of phylogeographic diversification, and in particular whether sympatric ecotypes evolved in situ or in allopatry, followed by secondary contact (Foote et al. 2011b; Foote & Morin 2015; Moura et al. 2015); and the degree to which the mitochondrial phylogeny reflects either a stochastic distribution of lineages following a global bottleneck (Hoelzel et al. 2002; Moura et al. 2014a), or a highly sorted tree consistent with ecotypes potentially representing incipient species (Morin et al. 2010). All of these studies have been limited by incomplete taxon sampling, which may present a major bias (see Foote & Morin 2015), particularly in phylogeographic analyses that depend upon the inference of ancestral distributions (e.g. Foote et al. 2011b; Moura et al. 2015).

To better understand the geographic context and evolutionary processes that gave rise to the present-day global diversity of killer whales, we conducted population genomic and phylogeographic analyses of the most geographically and ecologically diverse sample of killer whales to date and modelled the global distribution of core suitable habitat based on paleo-climate data from the last glacial maximum (LGM) and present-day climatic conditions. Specifically, our aims were (1) to better understand the geographic context and origins of ecological diversification through increased sampling across the known range, (2) to better understand the timing and tempo of diversification and its relationship to demography and changes in the distribution and extent of suitable habitat and (3) to re-evaluate the support for genetically independent ecotypes or populations from maternally inherited mitochondrial genomes and from biparentally inherited nuclear markers.
Materials and methods

Samples and DNA sequencing

To increase the scope of this study beyond that of previous studies, which mainly consisted of samples collected through dedicated research at known high-density regions, we conducted a broad search for samples collected by marine mammal researchers globally. The resulting contributions of samples include those collected more opportunistically to include low-density regions and better sampling across the species’ range (Fig. 1). Additional sampling within known ecotypes (residents, transients, Antarctic types B, C) were

Fig. 1 Map showing origin of samples used in this study overlain on the AquaMaps suitable habitat map for killer whales of the (a) present day and (b) the last glacial maximum (LGM). Yellow to red colours represent least to most suitable habitat, respectively, based on the AquaMaps habitat model (see Materials and methods). Light blue colour represents areas with >50% sea ice concentration during both time periods. Land exposed due to sea level changes during the LGM is shown in dark grey.
selected to maximize the number of social groups sampled (one per group) and geographic distribution. Detailed sample information and DNA extraction information is in Table S1 (Supporting information).

Mitogenome sequences were combined from previous publications \((N = 169)\) and newly generated data \((N = 283\) excluding replicates; see Results). A subset \((n = 36)\) of the samples was sequenced at the Centre for GeoGenetics, Natural History Museum of Denmark, using methods describe in Foote et al. (2013b,c). The remaining 247 samples were sequenced at the Southwest Fisheries Science Center using multiplexed DNA libraries for capture enrichment and next-generation sequencing of both mitochondrial and nuclear loci. Indexed DNA libraries were prepared and pooled according to methods described by Hancock-Hanser et al. (2013) with minor changes as follows. Each pooled indexed library was divided into two portions for separate capture enrichment of the mitogenome and the nuclear loci. The amount of DNA in each portion varied by library pool, with a minimum of 100–200 ng used for mtDNA enrichment, and 300–800 ng used for nuclear enrichment from modern tissue samples. Libraries prepared from historical tooth samples used all DNA available from a single extraction (see Morin et al. 2006 for extraction methods), and DNA was not sonicated prior to ligation. Two SureSelect DNA capture arrays were designed as previously described (Hancock-Hanser et al. 2013). One included one copy of probes spaced every 15 bp across the killer whale mitogenome (Accession no. GU187193.1) and nine copies of probes every 3 bp across 78 nuclear loci described by Hancock-Hanser et al. (2013) from the common bottlenose dolphin \((Tursiops truncatus)\) genome (assembly tur-Tru1, Jul 2008; database version 69.1; Flieck et al. 2013; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011). The second contained only nine copies of the probes for the 78 nuclear loci (Table S2, Supporting information). After capture enrichment, libraries were amplified and sequenced in separate lanes using single-end 100 bp sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq2000 Analyzer.

Mitogenome assembly

Assembly of reads to the reference mitogenome or nuclear sequences was performed using custom R scripts and publicly available programs as previously described (Hancock-Hanser et al. 2013; Dryad data repository doi: 10.5061/dryad.cv35b). The reference mitochondrial sequence (Accession no GU187164) was modified to improve assembly coverage at the ‘ends’ of the linearized mitogenome by adding 40 bp from each end to the opposite end (so that reads could map across the artificial break point of the linearized sequence). All sequences were aligned and visually inspected in the program GENEIOUS \((V. 6.0.5,\) Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand), and indels and unique variants were verified in the BAM files.

Nuclear locus assembly, SNP discovery and SNP genotyping

As bottlenose dolphin sequences had been used for DNA library enrichment and are expected to differ from the killer whale sequences (thereby reducing assembly efficiency for SNP discovery and genotyping), consensus killer whale sequences were generated in a two-step process. First, ten samples with high read counts were combined and mapped to the bottlenose dolphin reference sequences used for library enrichment in CLC GENOMICS WORKBENCH \((V. 4.9,\) CLC bio, Cambridge, MA, USA). The 78 loci were covered at an average depth of 230 reads (range 94 to 653 982). Second, to maximize the length of the nuclear loci, potentially capturing sequence beyond the ends of the reference sequences, five samples with very high numbers of reads were selected (each with 1.9–4.7 million reads) and combined for de novo assembly in CLC GENOMICS WORKBENCH. The resulting 429 contigs \((minimum \ size = 500 \ bp)\) were imported into GENEIOUS and assembled to the previously generated killer whale reference sequences (above). Consensus sequences that maximized the length of each locus were saved as the new reference sequences (Accession no. KR014267–KR014271; Table S2, Supporting information) for assembly and SNP discovery from individual samples.

SNPs were chosen from a panel of 114 globally distributed samples selected for geographic and ecotypic diversity and good average depth of coverage across the nuclear loci. Detailed methods for SNP validation and genotyping from NGS data are provided in Table S3 \((Supporting\ information)\). Analysis of deviations from expectations of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium \((HWE)\) and linkage disequilibrium \((LD)\) were calculated using GENEPOP \((V. 4.2,\) Raymond & Rousset 1995) in five strata containing >15 samples \((Table\ S3, Supporting\ information)\). Jackknife analyses to detect genotypes that affected divergence from expectations of HWE were conducted as described in Morin et al. (2009). We used the program STRUCTURE to analyse all SNPs to identify strongly supported groups and to assign some samples to groups for the purpose of pairwise population differentiation analyses \((Fig. S1, Supporting\ information)\).

For a priori population differentiation tests \((F_{ST})\), populations were based primarily on individuals assigned to ecotype/morphotype in the field, or assigned to geographically disjunct groups. A few individuals were assigned to populations solely based on genetic
evidence, or on a combination of genetics and morphology (e.g. a type C whale that stranded in Brazil). SNPs found within the same contig (typically <1200 bp) were assumed to be linked and combined into haplotypes using the program PHASE (Stephens et al. 2001), using 5000 iterations and haplotype probability cut-off of 0.5 for inferred haplotypes, and samples stratified by populations (Table S4, Supporting information). This resulted in a set of 42 loci, 25 of which consisted of phased multi-SNP genotypes. We also selected a single SNP from each of the 25 loci that contained multiple SNPs to analyse only unlinked bi-allelic SNPs (42 unlinked SNPs). From each multi-SNP locus, we selected the SNP with the highest expected heterozygosity in the full data set \( H_{\text{exp}} \), Table S3, Supporting information). A full listing of samples in each stratum used for PHASE, STRUCTURE and a priori population differentiation analyses is provided in Table S4 (Supporting information).

Tajima’s \( D \) (Tajima 1989) and Fay and Wu’s \( H \) (Fay & Wu 2000) were calculated using DNASP (v. 5.10.1, Librado & Rozas 2009) for all samples and for four clades that correspond to known ecotypes or geographic populations (Northeast Atlantic, Antarctic C, residents, transients).

**Phylogenetic analyses**

To estimate the evolutionary and demographic timescale of the killer whale phylogeny, we employed a two-step approach. In the first step, we obtained published mitogenomic sequences from 17 delphinids (Table S5, Supporting information). We added two of the most divergent killer whale sequences (MtGen_94 from Clade 12 and MtGen_106 from Clade 1) to capture the most recent common ancestor of the sampled individuals. We used the Bayesian phylogenetic approach implemented in BEAST v1.8.1 (Drummond et al. 2012) to estimate the tree topology and divergence times. This analysis was based on the 13 protein-coding genes and 2 rRNA genes, with the optimal partitioning scheme for the substitution models selected using PartitionFinder (Lanfear et al. 2012). The optimal scheme involved partitioning the genes into four subsets (Table S6, Supporting information), with an independent substitution model assigned to each group of genes. We used a Yule prior for the tree, with an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock to account for rate variation among lineages (Drummond et al. 2006). The clock was calibrated using a normal prior (mean 10.08 Myr, standard deviation 1.413 Myr) for the age of the root node (McGowen et al. 2009). Posterior distributions of parameters were estimated using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation, with samples drawn every \( 10^5 \) steps over a total of \( 10^7 \) steps. The first 10% of samples were discarded as burn-in, with the remaining samples checked for acceptable convergence and mixing (all \( \text{ESS} > 200 \)).

In the second step of our molecular dating analysis, we performed a Bayesian coalescent analysis of 158 mitogenome haplotypes from killer whales. To minimize the impact of incomplete purifying selection, which can lead to overestimation of the substitution rate on short timescales (Ho et al. 2011), we only used the third codon sites of the 13 protein-coding genes. We used PartitionFinder to identify the optimal partitioning scheme, which involved dividing the genes into two subsets (Table S6, Supporting information). Using Bayes factors, we found decisive support for a constant-size coalescent prior compared with the more flexible Bayesian skyride model, both for all haplotypes and for all samples in well-sampled groups representing known ecotypes or populations (resident, transient, Antarctic type C, N. Atlantic herring feeders). BEAST input files and the maximum-clade-credibility tree file are available from the Dryad repository (doi: 10.5061/dryad.fm4mk).

To investigate and infer biogeographical patterns and processes, we applied the Bayesian Binary MCMC method (BBM) implemented in the RASP (Reconstruct Ancestral State in Phylogenies) 3.02 software package (Yu et al. 2014). This method reconstructs ancestral character states at given nodes, along with the transformations between these states, using Bayesian inference to account for the uncertainty in both the phylogenetic tree and the mapping of character state (see Ronquist 2004). The global distribution of killer whales was divided into seven areas: North Pacific, Tropical Pacific, South Pacific, North Atlantic, South Atlantic, Southern Ocean and Indian Ocean. Each tip of the mitogenome tree was assigned to one of these areas. We allowed a maximum of four areas to be inferred as the ancestral distribution at each node. The MCMC analysis was run using 10 chains, with a temperature parameter of 0.5. Samples were drawn every 100 MCMC cycles over a total of \( 10^6 \) cycles, with the first \( 10^5 \) cycles discarded as burn-in. We restricted our analysis to nodes with a posterior probability of \( \geq 90\% \).

SNAPP (v. 1.1.1, Bryant et al. 2012) was used to infer multilocus phylogenetic trees from nuclear SNPs based on the coalescent. SNAPP assumes independent bi-allelic SNPs, so we used the 42 single SNPs described above and included only samples (\( N = 113 \)) from the 12 populations represented by at least three samples. We used the default prior and model parameters and ran a single MCMC chain of 500 000 iterations with sampling every 1000 steps. Acceptable mixing and convergence were checked by visual inspection of the posterior samples. We used a burn-in of 10% and visualized the distribution of trees using DENSITREE (v. 2.1, Bouckaert et al. 2012), using the program PHASE, STRUCTURE and a priori population differentiation analyses is provided in Table S4 (Supporting information).
The maximum-clade-credibility tree was generated using TREEANNOTATOR (v. 1.7.4, Drummond & Rambaut 2007). The SNAPP input file and trees are available from the Dryad repository (doi: 10.5061/dryad.fm4mk).

Support for populations and ecotypes by nuclear SNPs

To test hypotheses of divergence between putative populations and ecotypes, the pairwise divergence metric $F_{ST}$ (Wright 1931; Weir & Cockerham 1984) was calculated using the R package ‘strataG’ (R Development Core Team 2011). For all analyses, 1000 permutations were used to calculate the $P$-value.

Habitat suitability model

We used the AquaMaps approach (Ready et al. 2010; Kaschner et al. 2011; www.aquamaps.org) to species distribution modelling for mapping the distribution of suitable habitat for killer whales at the present and during the last glacial maximum (LGM; ~20 000 calendar years before present). In contrast to other existing species distribution models, AquaMaps was developed specifically to deal with prevailing nonrepresentative sampling of large-scale marine species ranges and the overall paucity of available point-occurrence records. By allowing for the incorporation of expert knowledge about species-specific habitat usage as input into the model, the AquaMaps approach attempts to account for some of the known biases that can be attributed to skewed effort distributions and potential errors in species identifications. In this context, habitat usage of species can be described based on a predefined set of environmental parameters including depth, temperature, salinity, primary production and sea ice concentration. This is subsequently projected into geographic space in a global grid of 0.5° latitude by 0.5° longitude cells.

We projected predictions of the relative environmental suitability for killer whales into geographic space by relating habitat preferences to local conditions using environmental data for different time periods and assuming no changes in species-specific habitat usage over time. For the purpose of this study, we used a slightly modified version of the AquaMaps default expert-reviewed envelope settings for killer whales. Specifically, we excluded primary production from the model, as there are no data for Pleistocene conditions including this parameter (Table S7, Supporting information). Comparisons of predictions that excluded (Fig. 1a, present day) or included this parameter (Table S7, Supporting information) indicated that model outputs are fairly robust to these changes, resulting only in some localized changes in predicted relative suitability of habitat.

Results

Mitogenome sequences

Complete or nearly complete mitogenome sequences were assembled for 290 samples (283 new, seven sequenced but previously published; Table S1, Supporting information). Haplotypes were assigned sequences with missing data by construction of a neighbour joining tree and comparison to the most similar sequences. We identified 150 unique haplotypes, including previously identified haplotypes from 169 individuals in Morin et al. (2010) and Foote et al. (2011c, 2013b,c), plus eight sequences with missing data that prevented unambiguous assignment to an existing or unique haplotype. All 158 unique sequences representing 452 individual killer whales (after removal of duplicate sequences from three individuals that were sampled twice; see nuclear SNP analysis below) were used for phylogenetic analysis (Table S1, Supporting information).

Nuclear SNPs

Nuclear locus assemblies and SNP discovery resulted in average depth of coverage of 11.6 and identification of 1605 putative SNPs in a panel of 114 globally distributed samples. From these, 91 SNPs from 42 loci were selected for genotype extraction and analysis (see methods). Multiple SNPs from the same locus were selected based on having different genotype distributions in the sample set (not in phase; Table S3, Supporting information).

A set of 172 samples were genotyped from the sequence data, as not all of the 247 capture-enriched libraries produced sufficient numbers of reads to attempt genotyping from the assembled nuclear sequences. After extraction of SNP genotypes for the selected loci, 130 samples had genotypes from at least 60% of the loci, resulting in data from 128 unique individuals after removal of two samples from individuals that were sampled twice. This threshold was selected to maximize the number of samples while minimizing the impact of missing data on population analyses. Samples were genotyped for an average of 93% of the SNPs (85 of 91 loci), with only 11 of 128 samples having less than 80% (73 of 91 loci) of genotypes completed. The number of samples with sufficiently complete nuclear genotypes ($N = 128$) was, therefore, significantly smaller than for the mitogenome analysis ($N = 452$, including previously published sequences). Genotype data are available from the Dryad repository (doi: 10.5061/dryad.fm4mk).
Analysis of SNPs in three North Pacific populations, the combined North Atlantic strata, and combined Antarctic B and C strata (see methods), indicated that none deviated significantly from expectations of HWE in all five groups, but several deviated significantly in one of the groups and one (GBA_198) deviated significantly in two groups (Table S3, Supporting information). Although between 11 and 56 loci were monomorphic within a group, none were monomorphic across the five groups and only one SNP (ACTC_950) was rare (frequency <0.05) in all five groups. Significant ($P < 0.05$) evidence of LD was found for 2–4 SNPs within eight loci across at least two populations, and an additional three loci when all samples were analysed as a single population. Only two SNP pairs that were not in the same locus showed significant LD across two populations (ELN_554-PIM_839, MATR3_29-TPI1_272). Given this lack of strong evidence for between-locus LD, we used PHASE to combine only SNPs within loci into haplotypes for population analysis. Jackknife analysis for HWE across all samples and within seven ecotype/geographic sample sets did not suggest any sample- or locus-specific genotype issues (such as allelic dropout or null alleles).

**Phylogenetic and demographic analyses**

The Bayesian maximum-clade-credibility mitogenome phylogeny is presented in Fig. 2. We estimate that the two most divergent lineages of killer whale coalesced about 360 kyr ago (95% CI: 220–530 kyr), with a mean rate of $6.24 \times 10^{-9}$ (95% CI: $4.27 \times 8.35 \times 10^{-9}$) substitutions/site/year across the delphinids included in our phylogenetic analysis. Our estimate was based on a secondary calibration for the root of Delphinidae, obtained from an analysis of a multitocus cetacean data set based on multiple fossil calibrations (McGowen et al. 2009). The uncertainty in our estimate takes into account the estimation error in the secondary calibration. A spatial component was added to this temporal analysis by inferring the geographic location of ancestral nodes using the BBM method implemented in RASP. Even after setting a conservative threshold of including nodes that we could infer the ancestral geographic location with ≥90% posterior probability, we identified 22 long-range dispersal events with high confidence. It is likely that this under estimates the true number of long-range dispersal events, particularly older events, as the inference of geographic state at ancestral nodes was less certain towards the root of the phylogeny. The phylogenetic pattern of long-range dispersals and the estimated timing of dispersal events are shown in Fig. 3. There was no clear or strong pattern with regard to the timing of dispersal events and the timing of the last glacial maximum, although this was not formally tested and the wide 95% posterior density interval at many nodes make it difficult to assess the precise timing of dispersal relative to climatic events.

SNAPP (Bryant et al. 2012) was used to infer phylogenetic relationships from the nuclear loci (Fig. 4). In our data set, all SNPs were polymorphic in multiple populations, and heterozygosity varied strongly among populations, resulting in poor resolution of some clades (posterior <0.5; Fig. 4). Nevertheless, nuclear SNPs clustered the Antarctic B (B1 and B2) and C types into a
single clade separate from all others with high probability, and divergent clades for resident, offshore and New Zealand populations. Heterozygosity is preserved in the population model through short time lengths and large population sizes. It may be that the prior on the population sizes is pushing all populations towards a similar $N_e$, in which case, the branch lengths more closely reflect differences in heterozygosity rather than time, with low-heterozygosity populations being separated from high-heterozygosity populations by longer branches (D. Bryant, personal communication).

In addition to the coalescent model testing in BEAST, we used Tajima’s $D$ and Fay & Wu’s $H$ tests to look for evidence of population size changes (Table 1). For the species-wide sample set, Tajima’s $D$ was positive but not significantly different from zero, indicating no evidence of population size change, although the presence of population structure within the sample set violates assumptions of neutral evolution and may bias the estimates of $D$ (Moeller et al. 2007).

We compared the fit of different tree priors and estimated Tajima’s $D$ and Fay & Wu’s $H$ for a subset of clades (Table 1) to achieve better consistency with the assumption of panmixia and to account for the effect of changes in population size. This included the clades containing the North Pacific resident ecotype and North Atlantic herring-eating population, for which a previous study had inferred a Late Pleistocene demographic decline using the pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent (PSMC) model applied to a diploid genome of an individual from each clade (Moura et al. 2014a). The constant-size model for the coalescent was favoured in the coalescent analysis for each of the four clades. Two clades had excesses of low-frequency polymorphisms, as indicated by a significantly negative Tajima’s $D$ ($-2.1236, P < 0.05$) in the Northeast Atlantic clade and a negative value of Tajima’s $D$ ($-1.468, P > 0.1$) in the resident clade, consistent with a population expansion following a bottleneck. However, the strongly negative estimate for Fay & Wu’s $H$
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(a statistic insensitive to population expansions) for the Atlantic clade suggests the influence of some previously undetected selection, or more likely, strong population subdivision in our sampling scheme for this clade (e.g. between Iceland and Norway, see Foote et al. 2011c), which $H$ is highly sensitive to (Zeng et al. 2006). There was a strong difference in our estimates of Fay & Wu’s $H$ for all type C killer whales, compared with just the type C killer whales with a putatively selected mutation at site 14774 (Foote et al. 2011a). This statistic is expected to show a dramatic drop in power upon fixation of an advantageous allele (Zeng et al. 2006), represented here by the subset including only the specified allele. Comparison of our estimates of Tajima’s $D$ with Fay and Wu’s $H$ suggest that the resident clade has an excess of low- but not high-frequency polymorphisms, consistent with a postbottleneck expansion. However, estimates of both $D$ and $H$ can be biased by sampling small numbers of individuals from within multiple subpopulations (Zeng et al. 2006), which is clearly the case in our sampling of residents from across this ecotype’s range (Parsons et al. 2013).

Support for populations and ecotypes by nuclear SNPs

For $F_{ST}$ analysis (Table 2), pairwise comparisons of all named ecotypes and morphotypes in the North Pacific and Antarctic were significantly divergent. This is in close agreement with previously published results based on microsatellite genotypes for a subset of these killer whale types (Morin et al. 2010; Parsons et al. 2013), suggesting that power is similar between these two types of nuclear markers for detecting population differentiation. Significant $F_{ST}$ values indicate little or no gene flow among sympatric ecotypes in the North Pacific ($F_{ST} = 0.184-0.433$) and Antarctic ($F_{ST} = 0.103-0.410$).
Habitat model

Our estimated distribution of core suitable habitat during the LGM of 73 million km$^2$ is smaller than our estimated present-day core suitable habitat distribution of 91 million km$^2$ (Fig. 1). Similarly, the maximum extent of suitable habitat during the LGM was 300 million km$^2$ as compared with 350 million km$^2$ during the present day. With few exceptions, the habitat suitability model corresponds well to the locations of samples included in this study.

Discussion

Our results indicate that killer whales have undergone a rapid global diversification commencing in the Mid-Pleistocene and that long-range dispersal between hemispheres and ocean basins has occurred throughout the Late Pleistocene and Holocene. Long-range dispersers colonized and established new populations, such as around New Zealand, and in some cases mixed with existing lineages, for example in the Eastern Tropical Pacific (ETP). In contrast, other founder lineages remained genetically isolated (resident ecotype) or genetically diversified further following founder events (Antarctic ecotypes), giving rise to the well-characterized ecotypes at high latitudes.

Reconstruction of demographic history with respect to the glacial cycles

We estimate a time to most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) of 0.36 MYA (95% CI: 0.22–0.53 MYA) for all killer whale mitochondrial lineages included in this study. A previous study had estimated the TMRCA at 0.7 MYA (Morin et al. 2010), but a subsequent study (Moura et al. 2015) argued that this estimate did not account for the time dependence of molecular rates, whereby rate estimates have a negative relationship with the age of the calibration used to obtain them (Ho et al. 2011). This pattern, observed in a range of taxonomic groups (e.g. Papadopoulou et al. 2010; Duchene et al. 2014), is thought to be partly the effect of purifying selection in removing transient mutations over longer time periods (Ho et al. 2011). By limiting our analysis to the 3rd codon positions, which are putatively under reduced selection compared with the 1st and 2nd codon positions, we have attempted to account for this problem. The substitution rate for 3rd codon positions was $1.55 \times 10^{-2}$ substitutions/site/Myr within killer whales (95% CI $0.7 \times 10^{-2}$–$2.5 \times 10^{-2}$) similar to the 3rd codon substitution rate of $2.4 \times 10^{-2}$ estimated for all cetaceans (Ho & Lanfear 2010). Even taking the 95% credibility interval into consideration,
our estimate of the coalescence time differs from those made in previous studies of killer whales. The disparity from the older estimate (Morin et al. 2010) might be due to the use of a partitioning strategy in the present analysis, and because sampling was restricted to delphinids. This would have reduced the impact of saturation in our analysis, which can lead to underestimation of the substitution rate. In contrast, our estimated date is older than that of Moura et al. (2015) (0.189 MYA), whose estimate was based on nuclear sequence data and a strict clock estimate based on a published substitution rate estimated for cetaceans (no 95% CI reported). It is important to note, however, that this latter TMRCA is for the date at which the sampled recombining nuclear lineages belonged to an interbreeding population, which could have been quite some time after the ancestral nonrecombining mitochondrial lineage gave rise to new daughter lineages.

Our new median date estimate of the initial diversification corresponds with Marine Isotope Stage 11, the warmest and longest interglacial of the last 0.5 MY, with higher sea level and reduced polar ice sheets compared to the present (Howard 1997; Reyes et al. 2014); but the 95% CIs overlap with the adjacent glacials. Therefore, the radiation of all sampled extant killer whales from their shared common ancestor to a globally distributed, culturally and morphologically diverse species complex has been a rapid one. It is comparable in geographic and temporal scales with the most recent hominin radiation by Homo heidelbergensis, which gave rise to Neanderthals, Denisovans and modern humans (Endicott et al. 2010; Prufer et al. 2014).

Demographic analysis of the mitochondrial data indicated that the constant-size coalescent model was strongly favoured over models that include changes in population size since the TMRCA. It should be noted that power to infer population history is reduced and coalescent error is increased towards the root of the genealogy, where the population size will be estimated from just two lineages in the oldest coalescent interval (Ho & Shapiro 2011). However, the data suggest that the number of effective females did not go through a global bottleneck during the Late Pleistocene as suggested by Hoelzel et al. (2002). Our estimates of Tajima’s D from individual clades (see Table 1) indicate that some have a deficit and some an excess of low-frequency polymorphisms, suggestive of different processes shaping the demographic history and pattern of genetic diversity within each ecotype/population. The inference of a bottleneck by Hoelzel et al. (2002) was largely based upon the site frequency spectrum having an excess of low-frequency polymorphisms, which as noted above could be due to sampling small numbers of individuals from multiple populations (Gattepaille et al. 2013).

The lack of support for a demographic bottleneck during the glacial cycles of the Late Pleistocene is consistent with our estimate of just 15% less core suitable habitat being available for killer whales during the LGM compared with the present day (Fig. 1). It is also important to consider, however, that killer whale distributions are largely driven by prey distribution. The range of some prey species with specialized habitat preferences may have been affected by the climatic changes of the LGM and, therefore, could have influenced localized killer whale distribution during the LGM more than predicted by the AquaMaps model. Localized shifts in habitat suitability may also have driven population fragmentation and changes in ice coverage likely influenced interoceanic connectivity, as noted in other marine species (Alter et al. 2012, 2015). There was, however, regional release of habitat after the LGM, most notably off the Antarctic continent. A leading edge expansion during this habitat release by the ancestral population of the ecotypes that have colonized the Antarctic pack ice would be expected to be accompanied by a loss of genetic diversity (Hewitt 2000) and would be consistent with the long branch and low estimate of theta in the SNAPP tree.

Current and inferred ancestral biogeography

In contrast to previous mitogenome studies of killer whales, our increased sampling has resulted in almost all clades (including two new clades) consisting of individuals from multiple types, populations and/or diverse geographic locations. Of particular note, killer whales sampled in the Eastern Tropical Pacific (ETP) had haplotypes that fell into clades including North Pacific offshore and transient ecotypes, as well as clustering as sister groups to clades of Southern Ocean and North Atlantic samples. We inferred ancestral dispersal events from high- to lower-latitude populations, with integration of maternal lineages from the transient and offshore ecotype into the lower-latitude ETP population. Our global perspective highlighted a number of cases of relatively recent long-range dispersal events including interoceanic and interhemispheric movement, for example from the North Pacific to the North and South Atlantic, from the Southern Ocean to the Tropical Pacific and North Atlantic, from the North Atlantic to the Indian Ocean (Indonesia) and to New Zealand, and from the Indian Ocean to the North Pacific and South Atlantic.

These inferred examples of long-range dispersal provide potentially important insights into the evolution of sympatric ecotypes found in some locations. We found the BBM method implemented in RASP had insufficient power to robustly infer ancestral distributions close to
the root of the phylogeny. This was particularly evident in cases of rapid successive divergences, which included the nodes that have been previously used to infer phylogeographic patterns and assess the case for sympatric diversification vs. secondary contact among North Pacific ecotypes (see Foote et al. 2011b; Foote & Morin 2015; Moura et al. 2015). However, in other cases, we find sympatry of very divergent and presumably previously allopatric mitochondrial lineages. For example, two individuals that stranded on the west coast of Scotland in the past decade, which Foote et al. (2009) had assigned to a local type (type 2, which differed in isotopic signature and tooth wear from the more common type 1 Northeast Atlantic samples), were nested in a clade containing Southern Ocean killer whales (clade 7). There were several such strongly supported cases of long-range dispersal bringing highly diverged matrilineal lineages into secondary contact.

The mitochondrial genome is only a single locus and therefore represents a single reconstruction of a highly stochastic process (the coalescent), and due to its strict maternal inheritance tracks only the matrilineal population history. Therefore, analyses of the mitochondrial genome are expected to have less power to detect ancestral demographic change than analyses of multiple nuclear loci (Heled & Drummond 2008). The extent to which we can reliably infer the evolutionary history of the radiation and diversification of killer whales from our mitogenome data depends upon whether this single-locus tree reflects the true population history. Phylogeographic analysis of mitochondrial DNA trees can, under certain scenarios, be a powerful tool for population genetic analysis (Zink & Barrowclough 2008). If migration and founding events are associated with population bottlenecks when a small number of individuals colonizes new territory and then remains largely reproductively isolated from other local populations (the process proposed for establishment of discrete killer whale populations in Foote et al. 2011b,c; Hoelzel et al. 2007, 2002; Morin et al. 2010), then the newly established populations will be monophyletic and (nuclear and mitochondrial) lineages will coalesce back to this founding event. Under such a scenario, single gene trees can provide a useful insight into population history and phylogeography (Nielsen & Beaumont 2009). The nuclear data presented here (Fig. 4) and in another recently published study (Moura et al. 2015) suggest that nuclear and mitochondrial phylogenies are to some extent concordant and that most of the well-characterized ecotypes cluster in monophyletic nuclear clades (although the relationship between clades may differ between nu and mt trees; see Moura et al. 2015). However, in cases of multiple rapid population splits, mitochondrial introgression (see below) or gene flow upon secondary contact, the branching order may not accurately reconstruct the chronology of this radiation.

The nuclear phylogeny presented here (Fig. 4) is less well resolved than the mitochondrial phylogeny despite significant divergence metrics suggesting low to zero levels of contemporary gene flow between ecotypes (Table 2). Lineage sorting is expected to be faster for mitochondrial than nuclear DNA because of differences in effective population size (Avise 1989). The difference in lineage sorting rates is likely to be inflated in killer whales based on the observed pattern of limited or no dispersal from the natal population, but some male-mediated gene flow among populations (Hoelzel et al. 2007). It is not surprising, therefore, that all of our nuclear SNPs are polymorphic in multiple populations and do not show the corresponding patterns of fixed private mutations in any of our killer whale populations. However, as noted above, we do see evidence for founder effects in the nuclear phylogeny produced by SNAPP potentially having a role in the rapid lineage sorting in some of well-characterized ecotypes. We estimate relatively low effective population size (θ) along the branches leading to the resident and to the ancestral node of the Antarctic types B1, B2 and C (Fig. 4). SNAPP infers 0 values using a Bayesian coalescent analysis. However, the small number (42) of SNPs can make 0 estimates unreliable, both due to the variability of the posterior distribution and the increased impact of the prior (Bryant et al. 2012; D. Bryant, personal communication).

We do find some cases where the mitochondrial tree may not reflect the true population history. For example, all mitochondrial and nuclear DNA phylogenies to date are incongruent for the placement of the offshore ecotype (Barrett-Lennard 2000; Foote & Morin 2015; Moura et al. 2015; Pilot et al. 2010; this study). A second example is the Antarctic type B morphotype, which was monophyletic in our previous study but here included an individual assigned as type B based on phenotype and nuclear markers, but which had a unique and highly divergent mitochondrial DNA haplotype (ANTB6). These mito-nuclear incongruences probably reflect a combination of incomplete lineage sorting and/or more recent introgression between divergent lineages. Nevertheless, the distinctiveness (monophyly) and inferences of unique founding events in the mtDNA tree are consistent with the previous studies for all ecotypes and morphotypes. Of particular note are the monophyly (despite significantly larger sample sizes) of the North Pacific residents and Antarctic type C killer whales, and inclusion of all North Pacific transient and offshore ecotype samples within their respective clades with no shared haplotypes among these types. These results continue to support the genetic
cohesiveness of several of the named ecotypes, with origins of the ancestral lineages dating from ~50 000 to 350 000 years ago (Fig. 2). Ultimately, the resolution obtained by sequencing large numbers of nuclear loci (e.g. Moura et al. 2015) and comprehensive taxon sampling (such as in this study) is needed to fully elucidate the population history of killer whales at a global scale.

In summary, by sampling globally and using a relatively fast-evolving marker (mtDNA), we highlight how a rapid (~10 000 generations) ecological and geographic radiation can result in a rapid build-up of genetic differentiation and lineage sorting, even in species with a long generation time and a relatively slow molecular clock. Arguably, the most interesting aspect of killer whale biology is their propensity for ecological diversification and for reproductive isolation barriers to quickly form between ecotypes and be maintained even in sympatry. By sampling globally, we have highlighted the frequency at which geographic regions are colonized by secondary invasion resulting in sympatry between divergent killer whale lineages that had previously existed in allopatry. As noted earlier, in three-spine stickleback, such post-glacial double invasions have resulted in character displacement and the evolution of two different forms. Our study thereby sets the stage for further investigation as to whether this is a key mechanism underlying the evolution of reproductively isolated killer whale ecotypes.
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